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SCOPING THE PROJECT

- PROJECT SET-UP IN ROOMDATA™ ONLINE
- CONSULTANTS ARE PROVIDED LOG-ON IN ORDER TO MANAGE & UPDATE THEIR DATA
- DATA IS SYNCHRONIZED WITH CODEBOOK™

• CODEBOOK™ IS USED THROUGHOUT THE DESIGN PROCESS
• DATA IS CONTINUOUSLY SYNCHRONIZED WITH ROOMDATA™ IN ORDER TO ENSURE THE PROPER MANAGEMENT OF COORDINATED DATA

DATA HANDOVER TO FM COMPANY

• CONSTRUCTION, INSTALLATION, PRODUCT WARRANTY & MAINTENANCE DATA IS UPDATED ONLINE TO REFLECT RECORD DOCS
• FINAL (AS-BUILT) SYNCHRONIZATION WITH CODEBOOK™
TYPICAL C.O.B.I.E. DELIVERABLE STAGES

DEVELOPMENT STATUS
OUR SYSTEMS WERE DEVELOPED BY ARCHITECTS FOR ARCHITECTS...

Both Anthony & Peter have similar backgrounds in Health Facility Planning & Architecture. Their involvement on large projects yielded a need to increase the efficiencies and accuracy of their offices. Ultimately they developed unique solutions to similar problems. Both are committed to further developing and harmonizing their products and processes.